Spiritual Experience

PART FOUR:

What is God teaching me?
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WHAT HAVE I LEARNED SO FAR?
What have I become aware of? What have I learned that I was not aware of before?
“Seek and ye shall find the still small voice of God.” That is definitely a statement
of Truth, and that's truth with a capital T.
Communication with God is a two-way street... Not a one-way street as I was
taught.
God can quietly walk up behind you when you least expect it and bless you
profoundly.
There is no such thing as a dumb question to ask God.
God can and will use you right where you are, career wise, even or perhaps
especially, in your own home. So housewives and house husbands take note.
Miracles are an everyday occurrence with God. We only think they are not.
In healing there is a direct connection between strong negative emotions and
physical body ailments.
“Desire is the agent of my will”. In other words, if it wasn’t there waiting for
you…you couldn’t desire it.
When you “desire” or “require” something from God, ask him/her, but do not beg.
“Want” and “need” are negative words. They come from a feeling of lack.
Remove them from your vocabulary.
Talk to God the very same as you would talk to your very best friend.
There is power in the spoken word
There is power in the sung word.
There is power in visualization, especially when you visualize with feelings.
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THE MIND OF AN ENGINEER
Many years ago, after completing an exhaustive career analysis test, the
interviewer asked me, "Why are you applying for a position in accounting? You
have the mind of an engineer."
Perhaps that is why I have always felt that I needed a solid foundation upon which
I could build my faith and trust in God.
In any event, I moved forward taking what I had learned and putting it to work for
my benefit instead of for my detriment. It appears as though for the first 40 years
of my life I manifested by default instead of by intent because no human being in
their right mind would have knowingly manifested all of the crap that I did.
Or was there another reason why I did it? Is it possible that I was to do that in order
to help others learn and hence avoid falling into the brewing pot I fell into? You
can make your own decision about that question when you come to the end of this
book.
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